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The following decisions were made at the meeting:

It was decided to continue with the same criteria for Internal Assessment as those followed last year. The total of 25 marks for internal assessment would be assigned as follows. There will be two class tests of 10 marks each and 5 marks would be awarded based on attendance of classes and tutorials.

1) This is as per University rules. No need to edition.
2) It was decided that the question paper would have three sections. The following distribution of topics and marks, and the amount of choice within each topic, was agreed upon:
Section 1:

Topic 1: Sampling (10 marks) No choice to be offered. All question(s) to be attempted. This covers 5.3 till the end of the chapter 5 from Devore’s textbook. Also includes Nagar and Das, pages 185-197.

Topic 4: Simple Linear Regression (15 marks). One compulsory question, worth 5 marks. And a choice of attempting one out of two questions, each worth 10 marks.

Section 2:

Topic 2: Point and Interval Estimation (25 marks)
All questions in this section would be compulsory and no choice would be offered.

Section 3:

Topic 3: Hypothesis Testing (25 marks)
One compulsory question, worth 5 marks. And a choice of attempting two out of three questions, each worth 10 marks.

3) It was agreed to have a limited number of subparts to a question.

4) The following note is to be included in the question paper: All questions within each section are to be answered in a contiguous manner on the answer sheet. Start each question on a new page, and all subparts of a question should follow one after the other.

5) The text book to be followed this semester would continue to be the 7th edition of Probability and Statistics for Engineers by Jay Devore.

6) The second reading in the list of Additional Readings, namely, Schaum’s outline series Probability and Statistics by M. R. Spiegel, John J. Schiller and R. A. Srinivasan (Tata McGraw-Hill) is to be excluded from the course reading.